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I'm Not Confused—I'm Scared

I try to keep in mind that the globalists will lose in the end, but the battle is raging, and 
the outcome is in doubt. What do we do with the fact that this month US pork and beef 
will begin to be injected with mRNA? Does that mean that our years of resisting 'vac-
cine mandates' won't matter because they will find other ways to get it into our bodies?

Trump is arrested for misdemeanors (dressed up as felonies), while Hillary got a fine 
for her 'Steel treason', and an alleged Biden crime-family walks free—above the law. 

I want to lay-out an underreported set of facts about the CDC/FDA VAERS reporting 
system that tracks 'adverse reactions' to 'mRNA 'vaccines. Early on, the CDC/FDA 
hired an outside, independent company to go through and organize the VAERS data.  
What they found confounded 'misinformation' presented to the American public as fact.

While Rochelle Walensky, CDC, was reporting there were few or no cases of my-
ocarditis in young Americans, the monitoring agency was showing 16,000 cases in a 
single year. Worse than that, the number of 'adverse reaction' reports was growing ex-
ponentially, to where the monitoring agency had to increase its staffing—by 4-fold.

At the same time, Cochrane Collaboration sifted through 70 worldwide studies, con-
cluding that masks are ineffective at slowing transmission of the virus, prompting NYT 
op-ed writer, Zeynep Tufekci, to write a piece de-bunking (without evidence), the find-
ings. She also (reportedly) wrote a 2021 masking article around a narrative that univer-
sal masking serves as a 'visible signal for solidarity'. 'Virtue signaling' for elite control. 

She then reportedly pressured the Cochrane Corporation, editor-in-chief, to degrade 
the results of its research without involving the researchers who conducted the studies.

As it turns out, the NYT, purportedly a 'parent company' of the Cochrane Collabora-
tion, used the op-ed writer as its 'hit man' to take-down comprehensive mask research.

This propaganda war ought to cause great concern. Articles selling a notion that 'we' 
had to shape 'societal behavior', through 'ritual signals and solidarity' function to trade 
'freedom' for elite control. This is not science—the elite have no concern for science. 
The intention here, is no matter how it gets done, to put us in the 'Mass Formation' line.  

With 'the great ones', Fauci, Biden, Walensky (Tufekci?), as support vehicles for 
mask efficacy/'safe and effective vaccines' (with few side effects), who gets the 'Men-
gele Award'? The agencies themselves funded the VAERS 'adverse effects' studies, so 
you gotta ask yourself: did Fauci and Walensky not know results for what their funding 



had paid for? Was Joe Biden not in the loop? Where did Tufecki fit into the scheme?
Biden proclaimed the 'vaccines' as perfectly safe while Walensky saw no signals of 

Covid-related 'vaccine' injuries. But there were more that 16,000 reports of 'vaccine re-
lated' myocarditis. Also, 60,000 VAERS 'adverse reaction' reports surfaced during one 
month. There were so many 'vaccine injury' claims that staff was increased—4 to 80. 

Another part to the story: while the administration was drumming-out servicepersons 
for not taking the 'vaccines', a Marine Major general was ordered to keep his mouth 
shut about myocarditis so that marines would take 'jabs'. Where does that buck stop? 

Walensky allegedly misled us—all the way. She told the military that there were 'no 
signals' indicating problems with the 'vaccines'—that she had 'intentionally looked for 
signals' that would necessitate further investigation, but she couldn't find them.

Meanwhile, Fauci allegedly knew this information yet conducted/participated in inter-
nal communication with his team to silence critics and facts that were being exposed to 
the public. His take: The risk/ratio of safety is as about as good as you could get. What 
the hell does that even mean? As good as you can get considering genocide and lies?

And don't forget Biden (who gave Fauci a run for 'mendacity monster'): If there's 1 
message that cuts through all of this, I promise you, the 'vaccines are safe'... listen to 
Dr. Fauci. Many parroted the same message: 'few serious problems/no deaths'.

If all that is alleged or reported is true, this is criminal behavior—keep these people 
away from our kids. So much comes down to greed, linked to funding. Are any of the 
'vaccines' effective or are they just a sell-job? Does XY and Z really reduce cancer? 
Where are the tests? Did Bill Gates ever see a 'vaccine' he didn't like? Because of that, 
wherever the scientific method is being trashed, is the Bill/Melinda Gates foundation 
nearby with a bag of cash to assure compliance, and if not that—to buy silence?

In a plethora of elite lies, we don't know, accurately, how this virus came to be. Was 
it a tactic in a strategy to implement a compliance lockdown? Did it escape—or was it 
something more malicious than that? Was this a released bio-weapon?  If so, was it re-
leased in a few specific places? New York, Washington State, Milan. And does that ex-
plain how it raged in Northern Italy, but dissipated as virus do, as it spread south? 

ICU doctors, confronted with severely ill patients, were they sold a notion that it had 
come from Wuhan and would migrating with that same severity everywhere? Were 
they convinced the virus was out of control, without martial law—life threatening to all?

Was this a military operation to cover for a dying empire and collapsing economies? 
Was this a brainchild of the soul-less-ness that inhabits the halls of Davos? Is this the 
Malthusian 2-step meant to save us from energy and food shortages because of over-
population? Are Davos elites a new breed of fundamentalists with glazed eyes/smiles?  

Were 'vaccines' and hospital protocol, a sales pitch to 'cancel' antibiotics, normally 
used to fight respiratory illness, so as to substitute remdesivir/ventilators for profit?  

Everything was based on the test. To work it needed conducted at 25 cycles, not 45. 
Had this 45 cycle test been around prior to 2020—would results have been the same?  

When everything is lies, and Twitter investigators, chosen for 'progressive affiliation 
(for credibility), get skewered in Congress for motivation and not facts, where are we?

I'm hard at it. Along with writing articles, I'm way into my 4th novel, "Hey Siri", the 1st 
100 pages I will send out this week. If you get something out of what I write, this new 
novel intends to resolve the 3 that came before it—within a twisting plot, sci-fi—thriller.

Contrarians can get my articles by email, by request: erik@neverhadaboss.com


